Solving today.
Transforming tomorrow. ™

Bringing structure to

COMMUNITIES.

Sun up to sun down, in small ways and large, Oldcastle Infrastructure
(formerly Oldcastle Precast) is creating the best products we can, on as many
levels as we can, for as many people as we can. As a result, the things we
produce deliver so much more than structures. They transform communities
from the ground up. They become the threads that weave life, business and
opportunity together. In newer ways and better ways.
Let’s work together today, so we can transform tomorrow.

WE’RE ALL IN.
For him. And all of us.

Our products affect millions of people’s
lives every day. We never forget that.

That’s why we’ve grown to be one of the nation’s leading
providers of engineered building products and construction
accessories. Today, backed by CRH, a global leader in
building materials, we’re positioned in every major
North American market to help you meet your most
fundamental challenges. Efficiently. Effectively. Ambitiously.
From building our most vital structures to protecting our
systems and resources, together Oldcastle Infrastructure
and our customers are making a difference—one project
at a time. Because of that, we’ll never stop strengthening
our capabilities and providing the greatest possible level of
support. Just like we have for nearly half a century.

OUR MARKETS

For Oldcastle Infrastructure, transformation comes in
five critical forms. Individually, they play their unique
roles in improving lives. Together, they help make our
company a leader in advancing the world around us.
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Better business.
Bolder relationships.

BRIGHTER
FUTURES.
Working with us creates
all kinds of opportunity.

Building strong infrastructures is what
we do. But it’s how we do it that matters
most. It takes unshakable commitment.
It takes solutions that thoughtfully utilize
and preserve our planet’s resources.
It takes an ability to adapt responses to
any need and scale. And it takes doing
all of those things—all the time.

PARTNERSHIP

isn’t just a word. It’s a gamechanger.

RESOURCES & REACH

like no other.
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anyone. One hundred percent committed.
Our employees have deep experience in every step
of the process, from planning and design to delivery

SUSTAINABILITY

makes us stronger
WE’RE ALL IN THIS TOGETHER. We all need

Financial and environmental sustainability aren’t mutually

to do our part to help the planet. But that’s just one part

exclusive. They’re mutually impactful to the greater good

of sustainability. There’s financial sustainability, too. We

and a greater bottom line.

believe you shouldn’t have to sacrifice one for the other.
Along with CRH, we’ve adopted a sustainability strategy,
in line with the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDG),
to help advance people, planet, and prosperity.

We’ve identified the following SDG Goals as those that align most with our business:

INDUSTRY, INNOVATION
AND INFRASTRUCTURE

SUSTAINABLE CITIES
AND COMMUNITIES

(SDG 9)

(SDG 11)

The Innovation Center provides expertise and
leadership to identify and analyze global, market and
construction trends and new growth opportunities
and maximize the value of sustainable innovation.

With our global footprint, we have an opportunity—and
a responsibility—to provide building solutions that will
create the sustainable communities of the future.

RESPONSIBLE CONSUMPTION
AND PRODUCTION

CLIMATE ACTION

(SDG 12)

This approach evaluates how products and activities
impact the environment but it not only evaluates them
at one single step, but takes a holistic picture of an
entire system.

(SDG 13)

We are committed to the highest standards of
environmental management in all of our activities
and to proactively addressing the challenges and
opportunities of climate change.

BUILT
for life.

Start making your impact at oldcastleinfrastructure.com
or contact a sales rep at 888-965-3227.
Solving today. Transforming tomorrow.™

